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Tuesday 02 November Melboune Cup Day (no students at school) 

Friday 05 November Prep Transition morning  - to be confirmed 

 

Transition to Onsite  Learning 

Subject to change 
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Principal Report:  
 

Whilst this week has been a much anticipated return for our Prep, Year 1 and 2, and 
Year 5/6 students, we also understand the nervousness and trepidation that comes 
with such a return. We know that as we emerge out of lockdown again, things are very 
different this time around. In previous scenarios, case numbers in the community have 
been very low and schools have returned in a more typical way. This week, students in 
Grade 3-6 are wearing masks, schools in our district are closing due to local cases, 
and community numbers across Metropolitan Melbourne are high. We accept the wide 
spectrum of emotions and understandings our community have, and we are hopeful 
our community can remain open-minded that many children and families will have 
different opinions, perspectives and experiences.  
 
At recess today, we were 
rewarded with the sight of 
children kicking soccer balls 
at the new goals (I promise I 
won’t divulge the hit/miss 
ratio Brodie), children sliding 
and performing acrobatics on 
mats, card and board games 
taking place, children 
skipping, playing chess, totem 
tennis in full swing, making mudballs, building huts and shooting basketballs.   
 
In the classrooms, we are setting up our spaces for success with learning- re-
establishing Essential Agreements and protocols around how we work and learn, 
building back reading conference routines and beginning inquiries. With the Year 3/4 
students set to return next week, we 
cannot wait until everyone is back here 
on-site in some capacity.  
This week I sent out information 
around COVID-safe practices. I have 
attached these to the newsletter.  



Principal Report continued:  
 
Hats 
A reminder that we are now requiring children to wear broad-brimmed hats each day. 
Please make sure your children have a hat and that it comes to school.  
 
New Fence 
We continue to get such wonderful feedback about our new fence. There is still some 
work to be done with the fence project. Thank-you to John Chiswell who secured DET 
funding for the project late last year and organised the project. Sadie and Sienna have 
both come up with designs to welcome people back to school and we are looking for 
some people with woodworking skills to help us make a welcome sign. Please speak 
with Andrew if you can help out or would like to nominate someone to help us out! 
 
Grounds 
Our schools grounds do need some attention including new plantings of gardens that 
look tired. Where possible, we are trying to connect these opportunities with relevant 
Unit of Inquiries. We are hopeful of working with the local Yellingbo Native Nursery.  
 
After-school supervision 
Once parents arrive at school for end of the day pick-ups, please remember that it is 
your responsibility to supervise your children and make sure they are playing and using 
our school in ways that are safe. We love seeing children stay around our school and 
we do not want to discourage that. Everyone needs to be mindful that this is a work 
place for our staff, and also a safe place for our children.  
 
Virtual Assemblies 
We love seeing so many children and families join us for our virtual assemblies. These 
will continue each Friday morning until we have the all-clear to resume larger 
gatherings.  
 
Conflict resolution 
We are aware that disagreements and conflict is likely to occur as more children return 
on site. We are being proactive by providing opportunities for children to play in more 
structured games and activities and more purposeful play.  
Andrew 



COVID SAFE PRACTICES 
As we begin to see students return onsite through the staggered year level plan, we want 
to provide an update on some matters that may be weighing on your minds about school 
operations- 
 
Assemblies and large gatherings  
Unfortunately these will continue to be run online even when we have everyone back on 
site and until further directions from DET allow large gatherings to continue.  
 
Music 
Unfortunately use of woodwind instruments and singing is prohibited and deemed high 
risk activities. This may impact our end of year celebrations or preparation for end of 
year celebrations.  
 
Density quotas 
Density quotas are enforced for gathering spaces for adults like the staff room and main 
office. Our classrooms are large and open, with additional open space for students in the 
open plan halls of the BER and the 1/2 and 5/6 space. Children will have the opportunity 
to work in the classroom or in the larger open spaces where relevant and appropriate.  
 
Ventilation 
As yet we have not received air purifiers and there is no timeline set for our school. This 
is most likely because these systems are targeting schools in zones where there are high 
numbers of daily cases. We will minimize the use of fans and recycled air (split-system 
air-conditioners). Where appropriate, windows can be opened and the classroom doors 
to the open spaces will remain open. Of course in the event of very cold conditions, we 
will not be opening doors and windows as this is counter-productive- we need to bal-
ance sensible approaches toward minimising transmission, whilst ensuring our children 
are accessing environments that are conducive to learning.  
 
Our classrooms are well ventilated and our spaces utilize windows and doors that can 
open out into larger spaces or outdoors.  The two large buildings for Grade 1/2 and 5/6, 
and the BER have automated louvres that can be activated manually and help circulated 
airflow. We are much better positioned than schools with old, poorly ventilated and con 
fined spaces. 
 



COVID SAFE PRACTICES continued 
We have not yet met with DET representatives to conduct an air-flow audit. Again, it is 
likely these services are being delivered in school zones with high daily case numbers.  
 
Practicing good hygiene 
We teach and implement good hygiene practices, limit activities that may be considered 
higher risk, and have stocked bathrooms with soap and classrooms with sanitiser. Our 
buildings and high use areas receive an additional clean each day. Where possible, and 
weather permitting (e.g. today some students were outside conducting the bird watcher 
observations), learning will take place outdoors. We have applied for the shade sail 
grant.  
 
Children can eat lunch outdoors weather permitting, and this will be encouraged.  
 
Staff have been encouraged to stay home if unwell, and we encourage families to be 
vigilant and ensure children who are unwell are not at school.  
 
In the event that families choose to keep children home from school when others can re-
turn, our teachers may provide some guidance on what families can do at home, but 
these days will be considered an absence (DET directive). Teachers will not be providing 
specific learning tasks for children at home. I hope families can understand the difficul-
ties we face trying to deliver both on-site learning with the majority of students on-site, 
and children who remain at home. Of course we can try to reach a reasonable middle-
ground, but the attention and focus of teachers will be on students on-site.  
 
Reporting 
Schools will be required to provide families with a report on growth at the end of this 
year. More information about this will follow.  
 
Year 6 Graduation 
We are hopeful that we can run an event similar to previous years.  
We are also conscious that events at a venue will require compliance with Government 
mandates. We are considering our options and will be in touch.  
In the event that a confirmed case is on-site, we are also well drilled in the processes 
and procedures we need to implement.  



Welcome back to onsite learning!!! 

COVID SAFE PRACTISES continued 
If you would like to know more, please get in touch with us at the school. There is a 
huge amount of information for us to process and share- some of which is not going 
to be relevant nor helpful for all our families, but we also know some families may 
prefer more detail. 
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 OSHC News 

 

OSHC Mobile: 0407354970 3.30pm- 8pm – 6am-9am  
School Office: 59684734 9am-4pm 
Email: Selina.rose@education.vic.gov.au 
 
A big welcome back to all our children and families. 
We have been taking advantage of the sunny afternoons and having our afternoon 
tea outside on a picnic rug. We have enjoyed a few games of UNO and playing hide 
and seek and will be continuing the last few weeks of our All The Feels Program 
starting next week. We are still taking donations for our finger knitting and so far 
we are up to 230 meters so well done everyone.  
Our focus for term 4 will be on the benefits of free play and there’s learning in every 
emotion. We know that rich emotional connections happen when children are 
allowed to interact freely with their environment. Free play gives children an outlet 
to express their emotions and feelings and helps them develop a sense of who they 
are. 
Donations 
We are hoping to be able to make a very special fairy garden here in OSHC. This 
garden will be available for all the children to come and visit. If there are any 
parents or children who would like to donate something special for our garden 
please drop your donation off at OSHC or leave in the office. Things we are looking 
for are: decorative rocks, shiny pebbles, small succulents, cactus, small pots, soil, 
small table and chairs, little houses, mushrooms and most important little fairies. 
If there are any families who have an easel/whiteboard/chalk board they no longer 
use, we would love it here in OSHC.  
 
Thanks from the OSHC team  
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